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The Dow-Jones industrial average in the past week has pushed through 
~;-the overhead resistance at 255-257 to reach a high of 260.79. This tradi
':·tional summer rally has now carried twenty points above the June low of 
('240.72. Thus investors have the fourth opportunity since the first of the 
;. year to again examine their holdings and weed out undesirable or fully ,:-. 
'::Valued situations. Other opportunities were offered at the February high :,~ 
':~,:of 257.06, the early May high of 264.44 and the June high of 255.23. After ," 
.each of these highs the market declined to the 242-240 support level. 

--.' Regardless of the fact that the diverse action of individual issues $ 
;:,seemingly makes the fluctuations of the market averages unimportant, the re";:;: 
."latively narrow trading range of the industrial average since the first of :.~ 
· ·the year between 240 and 265 (a range of 10%) must have some significance. ;c::.: 
·Either this six months area is a period of accumulation prior to a further :.; 

.- rise or it is a period of distribution prior to a decline to new lows. ;':;' 
,::- If the trading range has been accumulation; it seems quite evident ;.:. 
, that new leadership must come into the market. While many issues have been ".> 
.. ,declining or marking time, other groups have moved consistently higher since:-
·.the first of the year. Chemicals, Oils, ethical drugs and rubber have been: 
: ·among the market leaders. The favorable action of these groups has held the:< 
· average in trading range and has offset the unfavorable action of other '. 
; groups. It is illogical to expect these same groups to continue to lead the-:' 
,.market. Many of these issues are in the growth category and are now selling': 
,at yields of 4 1/2% to 3% or less. A further moderate rise of 5% or 10% may.-.

: occur but anything beyond that would result in over-exploitation of their 
; ,favorable prospects and place them in an over-valued category. On the other 
· hand, there are many secondary issues with excellent long term prospects 

that have done little marketwise over the past six months. Technically, 
: ,these issues appear to have been under accumulation and could rise 25% to . " 
"50% even though the market average advanced only 10% from present levels. 

Many of these issues are yielding 7% to 9% after paying out 50% or less of " 
-,prospective earnings. In the event of a further market rise, they could 
.. show substantial market appreCiation. 

Should some of the deflationary signals that have been appearing prov~: 
·,·to be more important than is now apparent and the six months trading range . 

<,turns out to be a period of distribution, the most vulnerable issues would '. 
;,:be those that have had sharp price advances. Demand for these growth issues':' 
'. has been persistent and largely from institutional and long terin growth in-'.: 
'. vestors. If this demand should cease there might be a considerable prlce ;.' 
,,-,vacuum before it would again re-assert itself. On the other hand, the }In- .. ': 
: 'exploited issues should show favorable defen~ive action in the event of a ': 
"general market decline. The worst one could expect would be a moderate dip: . 
,-,to the lower part of their trading ranges resulting in a further broadening .. 
;,; of their base pattern and a higher long term objective. < 
:. Thus, it would appear·that regardless of an advance or decline in the>'" 
~ ,general market, the secondary issues with good prospects, high yields and ::.-; 
;.·;favorable long term technical patterns, offer the best opportunities. Issues·' 
,~~of this type have consistently been mentioned in this letter and are part '.-', 
' .. of my recommended list. 
;' The recent action of the market does not change the policy advocated , 
:;.by this letter. I have advised a fully invested position in investment 
"'accounts where income is paramount and where a possible decline .of 20% 

.··would not be important because of tax reasons. I have advocated holding ': 
, new funds liquid awaiting a more favorable buying opportunity. Would conti';', . 
.. nue this advice except that I would re-appraise holdings and switch out of ;: 

both fully valued and undesirable situations into the type of issues men- . 
: 'tioned above. . 
, In intermediate trading accounts mainly concerned with capital appre-' ': 
. ,ciation of six months, I have refommended a partially liquid position. Un-. 

til recently, I had advised investment of only 25% of available funds. At 
, the June lows I advised raising invested position to 50%. Would continue 
· this action provided funds are invested in the unexploited situations men

tioned previously. 
July 27, 1951 
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